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Public
Services!
For

SUPPORT PUBLIC SECTOR WORKERS
IN THEIR FIGHT FOR FAIR PAY
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Public services – devolved administrations and Republic of Ireland

The principles and key arguments in this publication underpin Unite’s commitment to public
services at all levels across England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic. It
is, of course, acknowledged that there are some differences in respect of some of the public
sector issues raised, including pay setting, in the devolved administrations. Whilst some
reference is made to this in the document, they are not covered in detail. The distinct nature of
public service matters in the Republic of Ireland is reflected in a specific section of this paper.
Produced by: Unite the union
March 2014
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Foreword

Len McCluskey, Unite General Secretary

This pamphlet shows a common sense approach that we know
chimes with Unite members, their friends and families. We
know that workers who feel secure in their job and whose
income is keeping up with inflation will spend in their local
economy, repair a leaking roof and kit out the kids with much
needed new coats and shoes.

The problem is “the economy stupid” and the road taken by the
coalition, cutting public sector jobs in our poorest communities
and driving down workers’ pay.
Public sector workers have been forced to sacrifice pay to the
tune on average of £2,000 a year in real terms. This is equal to
a loss of £1 for every hour worked.
add to this the one million workers delivering public services
who are low paid and no wonder loan sharks and food banks
are booming.

We know decent pay boosts demand and that means more
money to the Treasury, more to spend on our NHS, social care,
flood defences and genuinely affordable, decent homes. a
society that is more equal is happier and this pamphlet shows
how things can be done differently.
Unite is determined to build confidence so that our arguments
are promoted at every opportunity, not only with employers and
politicians but also within our communities.

Unite has lessened many of the attacks. belonging to Unite
makes a real difference, yet our vision goes beyond holding the
dogs at bay.
We demand:

Investment not cuts

The living Wage as a minimum, lifting one million public
service workers out of poverty pay

Pay rises for all – more revenue for the Treasury and a lift
to our local economies

collective bargaining – an end to the five year government
diktats on pay.

our arguments are solid. let’s get out there and spread the word,
that there is a credible alternative to the ‘no hope’ coalition.
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for Public Services

Invest in our Public Services,
DON’t Cut them!
To open 2014 George osborne gave what he
called some ‘hard truths’ to the country,
repeating his intention to make deep spending
cuts. It was the latest salvo against the idea of
positive government spending on our public
services and social security.

after taking office in May 2010 the Tories and
lib dems wasted no time in ruthlessly slashing
away. The announcement of no increase in
pay for public service workers and future years
of spending cuts quickly followed.
The cuts implemented so far and the
continuation of austerity means deep cuts to
the fabric of our public services. This includes
the number of people employed to deliver
them – which by necessity means less people
will be able to access or use these services.
Some services may just stop existing. It has
also involved worsening the pay and pensions
of those who remain employed in our public
services.

2

Britain should never return to the
levels of spending of the last
Government.”

George osborne, 6 January 2014

£17
billion
Cuts he wants to make in 2014-15.
£20
billion
Cuts he wants to make in 2015-16.
£25
billion
Cuts he wants to make in 2016-18.

Government spending and its income through taxation (ONS)
70
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Public services are the
underpinning to a
good economy and a
good society. They
make the economy
work better and
people happier. and
when government
spends money on
public services, that
money doesn’t
disappear down the
plughole; government
makes a return on its
money. and that is
why we can afford
more and better public
services, and the cuts
in public spending are
unnecessary.

No end to
austerity?

40
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In 2008 britain’s economy was
battered by a global economic
crisis, causing a recession. as
businesses closed, people lost
their jobs and others suffered
wage cuts, the amount of tax
being paid to the Government
fell. and so a widening gap
between what the Government
was spending and getting in
income opened, as we see in
the chart opposite. by
stimulating our economy you
can bring about strong,
sustainable economic growth
that creates decent jobs and
you can close the gap again,
without having to hack back our
public services.

We need to do
more with less.
Not just now.
But permanently.”
david cameron announces
permanent austerity for the
country, November 2013,
from a gold throne.

multiplier eﬀect of public spending

Rather than making deep cuts in public
spending, you could choose to spend money
on making public services and infrastructure,
like transport, communications, flood defences
and so on, work better. The office for National
Statistics collects information about how

£1 billion
of government
spending on
health, education
and social work

different bits of our economy impact on each
other. This tells us how, when the Government
gives a boost to an area like ‘Health, Education
and Social Work’, the boost ripples out across
other sectors of our economy, and how big that
boost is. This is called the ‘multiplier effect’.

In total £1.854 billion
demand in the economy
Means more
people employed in these
services. It also means new
buildings for services. More
resources like uniforms,
computer equipment all
being bought. We can
ensure all these people
have decent wages.

All this extra demand
means more spending in
lots of different bits of the
economy, meaning more VAT,
income tax, national insurance
contributions, Corporation Tax
and so on is all paid. In total
£1.35 billion finds its way
back to the Government.

So the Government
makes a
£350 million
‘profit’ on its original
investment!

3
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different areas of public services ‘multiple’ the
demand in the economy by different amounts,
but the basic relationship is the same. Public
services have a positive effect on all of us in a
variety of ways, and the Government ‘profits’
from that investment spending. This would then
reduce the deficit by increasing the total tax
take from the country because the economy
would have been much bigger than it is now.
In addition, spending on health to reduce
occupational ill health can benefit the economy
by reducing working days lost.

We can also see from the above that one
element of the total multiplier effect is the
wages paid to public sector workers. We can
look at a couple of pieces of research to see
some of the impacts of increasing wages to
public sector workers. Firstly, despite the
myths, many public service workers are paid
below the ‘living Wage’1.
For example, out of each £1
local government workers
receive in earnings....

If the National Minimum Wage was increased
to the living Wage level there would be an
increase in the public sector pay bill but there
would also be a massive boost to the economy
as a whole – a £3.15 billion increase in GdP2
– which would feed back into an improvement
in government finances in a similar way as
illustrated above.
We also know that local government workers
spend about half of their wages in their local

If the National Minimum Wage was
increased to a ‘Living Wage’ level then
we would see...

£1.80
billion
Overall economic benefit caused by

people having more money to spend.

£1.35
billion
Growth in the economy because of an
improvement in public finances.

£3.15 billion

Total overall gain to the economy.

...they spend 52.5p back
in their local area

area3. We can use this to work out how much
of a boost £1 more an hour for local
government workers would give the country.
as there are currently over two million local
government workers in England and Wales
serving their local communities and
neighbours we can add up what each of these
individual people would spend. and the impact
is huge – £1 more an hour would amount to
an extra £441 million being spent across
England and Wales!

1. The living Wage is currently £7.65 an hour outside london and £8.80 in the capital.
2. This figure and those given in associated ‘pull out’ box giving details of the impact of the NMW being set at the living Wage level are from Howard
Reed, The Economic Impact of Extending the Living Wage to all Employees in the UK, october 2013.
3. From aPSE, Exploring the Economic Footprint of Public Services, September 2008
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The message is clear.
Spending on our public
services and those who work
to deliver these services
benefits us all, making for a
stronger economy and a
better society. We have seen
the clear economic benefits
above. but we need to
remember when we are
talking about these economic
benefits they are not just
large abstract numbers in
mathematical models – they
represent many, many
households enjoying a better
standard of living.

Unite – Defending Public Services
OxfORDSHIRe YOUTH SeRvICeS
oxfordshire youth
Workers’ campaign
resulted in the council
rethinking its plans for
savage cuts to youth
services and other services
will now be maintained.

campaigning continues
as the council is now
looking at alternative
proposals.

Government pay policy

Rather than invest in public services,
government pay policy has worked the opposite
way. The continued holding down of public
service workers’ pay to 0% for two years and
then 1% has meant real pay cuts for millions of
workers. This not only represents hardship for
many of these workers but also a cutting off of
extra spending in local high streets and
communities across the country. When the
Government proposed to break up national pay
agreements to move towards local pay

Index of health and
social problems

Worse

Better

agreements, the New Economics Foundation
concluded that the significant negative impacts
on the economy could reach £10 billion4.
but we know that public services and workers
don’t just have positive economic benefits –
there are tangible, wider society benefits.
Public services have a massive effect on
reducing inequality, increasing well-being and
providing opportunities5.
USa

Portugal

danmark

Finland

Norway

Low

austria

Germany

belgium

Greece
Ireland
France
canada

Spain
Switzerland

Netherlands
Sweden
Japan

Income inequality

UK

New Zealand

Italy

High

(Note: the above uses the ratio of income between the top and bottom 20% of income
after tax as a measure of inequality, but other measures produce similar results).

This image is from 'Why Inequality Matters' published by CLASS in association with The Equality Trust, 2012. It is
drawn from the bestselling book "The Spirit Level – Why Equality is Better for Everyone", by Wilkinson and Pickett,
Penguin, revised edition 2010.

If the UK were more equal,
we’d all be better off as a
population. For example, the
experience of more equal
countries shows that, if we
halved inequality here,
murder rates and obesity
would halve too; mental
illness would reduce by a
third; imprisonment rates and
births to teenage mothers
would decrease to a fifth: and
social mobility and levels of
trust would greatly improve.”

‘Why Inequality Matters’,
claSS in association with
The Equality Trust, 2012.

4. The economic impact of local and regional pay in the public sector, a report by nef for the Trade Union congress (TUc), July 2012 –
http://www.tuc.org.uk/sites/default/files/tucfiles/econimpactpublicsector.pdf
5. http://classonline.org.uk/docs/Why_Inequality_Matters.pdf
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local impact

This government hasn’t just massively cut back
the level of funding for our public services, they
have also changed how the overall funding pot
is distributed to different localities. one of the
major changes is to no longer give weighting to
how deprived an area is. These areas tend to
The poorest areas are 10 times harder hit...

27.1% cuts

be where public services are most needed and
where public services are significant
employers. The audit commission reports that
councils serving the most-deprived areas have
seen the largest reductions in funding relative
to spending since 2010/116.
...than the least deprived areas!

3.6% cuts

liverpool city council

St albans city and district, Herts

london borough of Hackney

Rushcliffe borough council, Notts

london borough of Newham

Harborough district council

Manchester city council

Elmbridge borough council, Surrey

Knowsley, Merseyside

Waverley borough council, Surrey

27.1% cuts
27.7% cuts
26.1% cuts
27.4% cuts

9.4% cuts
4% cuts
2% cuts

1.3% cuts

unite – reversing the cuts
SOuthamPtON CIty COuNCIl
While Southampton city council was under a
conservative led administration in 2010-2011,
council leaders took the decision to ruthlessly
dismiss all its workers and re-engage them on
inferior terms and conditions in order to reduce
its budget while cutting jobs and services.
The new terms were equivalent to a pay cut of
up to 5.5% for the workers. There were cuts to
allowances and a freeze on pay progression.

Unite members, with those from Unison,
embarked on a campaign of industrial action,
political activism and legal claims to protect

the rights of council workers and union
members. Targeted industrial action and
political campaigning kept community
support for the workers and resulted in the
overturning of the Tory council in the local
elections, returning a labour council that
was committed to a phased reversing of the
pay cuts.

Negotiations with the new labour council did
not just restore pay but also averted a costly
legal claim at an Employment Tribunal caused
by the previous Tory council failing to consult
properly with the Union.

6. Tough Times 2013 (audit commission, November 2013) – http://www.audit-commission.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Tough-Times-2013councils-Responses-to-Financial-challenges-w1.pdf
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Pay in Public Services –
yOu DeSeRVe a Pay RISe

Government
pay policy
5
years
of government imposed real term pay cuts on

Wage increases for ordinary workers have
been falling since the beginning of this century.
Wages have fallen by £1,300 on average per
worker, per year since the coalition
Government took office7. For public sector
workers this has been even worse.

Government policy of freezing and capping
pay over five years has meant that pay in the
public sector has failed to keep pace with the
cost of living. Public sector workers are now
£2,000 a year worse off in real terms since the
Government took office8.

public service workers.

£2000 per year

the average loss of earnings for public sector
workers since 2010.

1
million
low paid workers delivering public services.

this is equal to a
loss of £1 for every hour
worked9

Rate of change in public sector pay vs prices

Source: ONS

6

Retail Price
Index (RPI)

4
3

Public
sector*
average
weekly
earnings
(seasonally
adjusted
total pay)

2
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Nov-12

Sep-12

Jul-12

May-12

Mar-12

Jan-12

Nov-11

Sep-11

Jul-11

May-11

Mar-11

Jan-11

Nov-10

Sep-10

-1

Jul-10

Jan-10

0

May-10

1

Mar-10

% CHANGe YeAR ON YeAR

5

*not including banks in public ownership

7. http://blogs.channel4.com/factcheck/factcheck-have-wages-fallen-by-1300-a-year/13672
8. http://www.tuc.org.uk/economic-issues/labour-market/industrial-issues/public-sector/public-sector-workers-%c2%a32000-year-worse
9. calculated based on 52 working weeks of 37.5 hours.
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examples of pay loss

NHS staff have not had a real-terms pay
increase since 2006, with the exception of 8
months when RPI was negative. This means
that between 2010 and 2014 agenda for
change staff will have lost between 12.4%15.5% of their purchasing power. This means
that people on band 6, i.e. a nurse, midwife,
paramedic or pharmacist would have lost the
equivalent of between £4000 and £5000 a year.

In 2013 social care charity Turning Point sacked
its 2,600 strong workforce and re-engaged them
on new contracts. The result was a loss of
between £4,000 - £6,000 a year in wages as
well as major cuts in redundancy payments,
removal of unsocial hours payments and out of
office payments, with a knock-on effect on their
pensions. overall they took £2.5 million out of
the wage bill. at the same time they introduced
zero hours contracts for many staff.

For local government workers in England and
Wales, the difference between actual pay in
2013 and what pay would be if increased by
RPI in 2008, 2010-13, 2011, 2012 and 2013
and the 1% awarded in 2009 is assumed to be
still in place, ranges from £2831 (for those on
scale point 12) to £7981 (scale point 49).
In Scotland workers face another year of real
pay cuts.

In Higher Education across the UK, the
difference between the 1% pay uplift and
average RPI during august 2012 – July 2013
means that 97% of manual staff and 90% of
clerical staff ‘lost’ up to £311 during the last pay
year and 72% of Managerial, Professional and
Technical staff ‘lost’ up to £417 during the last
pay year.

more than just cuts to basic pay

Workers in public services have also
experienced serious attacks to their wider
terms and conditions. Many people have faced
actual reductions in their position on the pay
scale and cuts in the allowances that
contribute to their earnings, which are made
worse by cuts in pay.

For example, NHS staff are facing
unprecedented attacks on their basic terms and
conditions, including changes to pensions, oncall payments, sickness policies, overtime rates,
and cuts to recruitment and retention premia.
others have had sections of their job stripped
away leading to their job being re-graded at a
lower pay rate (down-banding). In some cases
Unite members have lost between 10-30% of
take home pay as a result of these changes.

8

Cuts in Public Sector
Pensions

The changes to public sector pensions in
2011-12 resulted in billions of pounds
being cut from public sector pension
benefits.
The Government imposed changes
resulted in:

Higher contribution rates for staff.
Lower inflation accrual rates.

Staff working longer with later retirement
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In local authorities union surveys show the top
five cuts that councils have implemented are to
car allowances, mileage rates, weekend
enhancements, overtime rates and redundancy
pay. as local government is a low pay employer
many workers will also be claimants of a
number of benefits that have also been cut.

In Higher Education each university acts as an
individual business driven by the need to reduce

costs and attract finance, creating a variation in
what happens to wider terms and conditions,
but with few winners and many losers.

Unite members in Ministry of defence and
Government departments have seen cuts to
allowances and the ability to reclaim costs.
New starters and newly promoted workers
have seen poorer annual leave compared to
previous arrangements.

One million low paid workers deliver
public services

Furthermore, around half a million public sector
workers are reported to be below the low pay
threshold12 including one quarter of all local
government employees.

low paid workers delivering public services could
fill Wembley and every stadium in the English
Premier league and still have queues outside.

Half of all workers in the UK earn £21,905 a
year10. In local government in England and
Wales two-thirds of workers earn below this
amount and in the NHS this figure is roughly a
third. average pay for Unite members in
Ministry of defence and Government
departments is below this figure and many are
reliant on overtime.

Many of these workers will not even earn enough
to cover the basic cost of living. This wage is
often called the living Wage and is currently
calculated as £7.65 an hour or £8.80 in london.

around 500,000 workers in local government
and 40,000 in the NHS are now earning less
than this wage, with many close to the National
Minimum Wage. Worse still, in some
outsourced public services many workers are
being employed on informal contracts,
including zero hours contracts, with some,
particularly in care work, not even receiving the
National Minimum Wage11.

a further half a million low-paid staff deliver public
services via contracts with private companies.
This equates to a total of one million low paid
workers delivering public services13.

It would cost £1.3 billion14 to put everyone
delivering public services on the Living
Wage. This amounts to just 0.79% of the
total public sector pay bill, or an average of
12p per hour per public sector worker.

500,000
public sector workers earning less
than the Living Wage.

12p per hour

average cost per worker of paying the
Living Wage in public sector.

0.79%
of the total public sector pay bill

needed to pay the Living Wage in the
public sector.

10. Median annual Gross Pay, all Employees figures, aSHE december 2013 provisional results (oNS website)
11. currently £6.31 per hour for those aged 21 and over
12. low pay threshold defined as 60% of median income (£7.47 per hour, equivalent to £13,600 for someone working full-time. calculation
based on median gross hourly earnings for all workers in april 2012).
13. New Economics Foundation, Raising the Benchmark (nef, 2013) – http://www.neweconomics.org/publications/entry/raising-the-benchmark
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myth of the public sector pay premium

To justify its attack on pay and wages the
Government has often claimed that public
sector workers are overpaid compared to the
private sector.
This is a myth, here’s why?

The workforces are not comparable (the
skills level and qualifications held are often
very different and in many cases there are
no equivalent jobs to compare against).

The spread of pay in the public and
private sector is different. The private sector
is more unequal with more very high paid
employees and also more very low paid.
The public sector tends to have more
people in middle income roles.
There are issues with how official data is
calculated. For example, many top bankers’
pay and bonuses are now being classed as
part of public sector pay since the banks
were bailed out in 2008.
outsourced jobs in
the public sector have
tended to be lower paid
roles such as cleaners,
refuse collectors, care
workers, and catering
assistants. They are
still delivering the
public service but are
not classed as public
sector workers.

Studies that compare details of the jobs
that people actually do have consistently
found that public sector jobs are often paid
less than similar jobs in the private sector15.

Pay scandal in social care

an estimated 300,000 care
workers are on zero-hours
contracts, out of a total
workforce of 700,000.

These contracts mean that
care workers are often not
paid for travel time, breaks or
being on-call in breach of
Working Time Regulations.

as a result between 150,000
and 220,000 care workers
are paid less than the
National Minimum Wage (NMW).

Comparing oranges with apples
The raw differential does not
take into account the fact that
the skill compositions of the two
sectors are markedly
different: it is like using the
average pay of
neurosurgeons and the
average pay of bartenders
to conclude that
neurosurgeons are
overpaid!”16
Institute of Fiscal Studies

14. lawton, K and Pennycook, M, Beyond the Bottom Line: The Challenges and Opportunities of a Living Wage (Institute for Public Policy Research and
Resolution Foundation, 2013) – http://www.ippr.org/publication/55/10162/beyond-the-bottom-line-the-challenges-and-opportunities-of-a-living-wage
15. http://touchstoneblog.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/PublicSectorPayPremium.pdf
16. http://www.ifs.org.uk/budgets/gb2011/11chap7.pdf
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top pay

HIGH Pay RISING

Senior figures in the public sector are
increasingly emulating private sector pay
packages.

In the NHS, for example, very senior managers
have had average pay increases in double
figures (estimated to average 13% since
2009)17. a survey by the daily Telegraph has
found that more than 7,800 NHS staff were
paid over £100,000 last year, with a third of
them earning more than david cameron’s
£142,500 salary.

The highest paid executive earned £340,000 –
almost 16 times more than ward nurses, who
earn as little as £21,388 a year. 428 high
earners have been paid more than £250,000
each. The true figures are likely to be far higher
as dozens of hospital trusts failed to respond.

STRETcHING

In local government median senior chief
executive pay is over £140,00018.

The average pay increase for vice chancellors
in the elite Russell Group of Universities in
2013 was £22,000, equivalent to the annual
salary of many of the workforce.

Many housing associations have
also been paying massive salaries
to their chief executives19 including
annual pay rises amounting to tens
of thousands of pounds each year,
while freezing, and in some cases
slashing, thousands from staff
pay20. Since 2005 average pay for
chief executives in the housing
sector has risen over 42%, or
12.4% in real terms.

loW Pay SHRINKING

17. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/healthnews/10320772/NHS-bosses-pocket-big-rises-amid-cutbacks-figures-show.html
18. Senior Executive Pay in Local Government (IdS, 2012)
19. http://www.insidehousing.co.uk//6528639.article
20. http://www.insidehousing.co.uk/careers/the-money-catchers/6529400.article
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Collective bargaining and national
agreements

Public sector pay and terms and conditions are
predominantly set by national agreements
between employers and public sector trade
unions. The process that governs this is
referred to as collective bargaining and it takes
place at various levels – local, regional and
national – as well as for specific groups of staff.

The coalition Government and many public
sector employers have been trying to undermine
these agreements. Trade union rights have
been cut and attempts have been made to
break up national negotiations through regional
pay initiatives. Some agreements, such as
those covering community and youth Workers
and craft and associated Workers in local
government in England and Wales, have been
threatened with abolition altogether, while the
Health Secretary, Jeremy Hunt, has called for
changes to the NHS agenda for change
agreement as a condition for any cost of living
payments for NHS workers.

one area that has faced particular scrutiny is
the system of pay progression whereby people
progress to the rate for the job as they acquire
skills and experience. analysis of pay
progression amongst the low paid finds that the
majority of those low paid in 2002 (73%) had
not managed to escape low pay by 201221.

The same study finds that: “the public sector
appears to provide better opportunities for pay
progression for low paid employees compared
to private companies, perhaps related to having
stronger trade union representation and more
systematic pay progression arrangements.”

Unite – making a
difference on pay
BIG LOTTeRY fUND

despite being subject to the Government’s
pay policy, Unite reps managed to negotiate a
concession from management for a new 'low
pay' threshold to be set at just under
£23,000 – roughly the median pay rate in the
organisation. This resulted in an
additional one-off payment
for 50% of the workforce
despite the
Government’s policy.

big lottery Fund also
“re-agreed” to be
living Wage employers
reversing the impact of
the pay freeze/cap.

unite – defending national agreements
SOuth WeSt Pay CaRtel

In 2012 20 NHS Trusts set up the South West Pay, Terms and conditions consortium. Their aim
was to work together to cut the pay, terms and conditions of NHS staff within their organisations
as a way to undermine national negotiations. one proposal was to dismiss and then re-engage all
staff on new contracts.

Unite and the other staff side unions organised a co-ordinated publicly facing campaign, mass
petitions at all trusts, public events and activities. Public actions were taken to put media focus on
trust boards. Particular pressure was put on the chief Executive of Taunton Trust who was the
driving force behind the cartel. The cartel has now been wound up and none of the unilateral local
changes took place.

21. Starting Out or Getting Stuck? (Resolution Foundation, November, 2013) – http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/publications/starting-out-getting-stuck/
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The Government’s pay policy has also
seriously undermined and compromised the
ability for staff to negotiate pay, leaving
employers and trade unions to argue about
how the limited pay pot is distributed rather
than what the increase will be. In the NHS this
has been particularly damaging as pay is not

negotiated but rather officially set after
recommendations from research carried out
by pay experts on the NHS Pay Review
bodies, following evidence submitted by
employers, unions (including Unite) and
others. Government pay policy has seriously
undermined the independence of this process.

unite – negotiating for better conditions
eVh SCOttISh hOuSING aGReemeNt

Housing workers have faced a ‘race to the bottom’ with 41% reporting pay freezes and only 9%
reporting pay rises above inflation in the most recent Hay salary survey. Worse still, many have
seen housing associations slashing terms and conditions, not because of lack of resources, as
the sector is reporting record surpluses, but because of ”market forces” driving down costs.

In contrast, members in Scotland are covered by a national agreement. The EvH Scottish
housing employers’ federation has 148 member organisations and negotiates with the Unite
Scottish Housing branch on the full range of terms and conditions including pay, working time,
pensions, and sickness policies. In 2012 they agreed a three year pay deal that gave an
increase of 2.5% in the first year, followed by two cost of living increases over the following years
based on inflation rates for November each year.
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EXPERIENCE OF PAY CUTS
HeALTH CARe SCIeNTIST

The NHS is being asked to do more at a higher quality
for less money. It doesn't take a genius to realise that
this is not possible without cutting corners. The
experience of Stafford suggests this is the tip of an
iceberg. It is the dedication and professionalism of staff
that prevents this being more widespread.”

LOCAL GOveRNMeNT WORKeR

I can barely afford to live. I am now seeking part
time work to keep up with my rent. I feel hugely
undervalued.”

LOCAL GOveRNMeNT WORKeR

My partner and I would like to start a family, but
we’re struggling to make ends meet as it is,
even though we both work full time."

14
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Privatisation and outsourcing –
the RaCe tO the bOttOm
PROfITING fROM THe PUBLIC

The privatisation and marketisation of our
public services since the 1980s has taken a
variety of forms. These market-based
approaches have not improved the quality or
efficiency of public services and have
threatened cherished principles such as
universal access22.

The frontiers of the public and private sector
have moved considerably over the last three
decades with many services transferred out to
the private sector – examples include transport
sectors like trains and buses, utilities such as
energy generation and water and, most recently,
postal services. In many other EU countries
such services are still considered public.

Airwave – £147.55m

Serco – £211.4m

Incomes Data Services (IDS, 2013)23

700,000

Hp enterprise – £435.3m

Capita – £3,352.4m

What’s more, privatisation has often been
accompanied by a ‘race to the bottom’ with
severe cuts to the pay and terms and
conditions of workers, and a number of large,
multi-national companies making vast profits.

Public-private sector split in ‘cleaners, domestics’
category 1997-2010
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In 1997 there were 225,000 jobs in
this occupational role in the public
sector, falling to 172,000 in 2010.
In the private sector, meanwhile,
there were 324,000 jobs in the
‘cleaners, domestics’ category in
1997, rising to 387,000 in 2010.
Although the changes in
methodology and classification
means these figures must be
treated with some caution, they
broadly suggest that some 20 to 25
per cent of public sector cleaning
jobs have transferred to the private
sector over the last 14 years.

Aspire – £271.1m

Telereal Trillium – £569.5m

G4S – £102.3m

eAGA – £130.8m

A4e

Sodexho

TOP 10 COMPANIeS DeLIveRING PUBLIC
SeRvICeS – TOTAL vALUe Of CONTRACTS

Private sector

Public sector

Source:ONS

22. Rethinking Public Service Reform (TUc, 2008) – http://www.tuc.org.uk/sites/default/files/documents/publicservicereform.pdf
23. Public and private sector earnings: fact and fiction, IdS Pay Report 1075, June 2011
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This Westminster government has
given fresh impetus to the privatisation
drive, widening the scope of services
that are considered ‘up for grabs’ to
everything except the judiciary and
national security24. devolved countries
have not taken this same approach.

as outright privatisation has become
increasingly unpopular the
Government has attempted to
implement this policy under the guise
of ‘outsourcing’ to so-called mutuals or
social enterprises – a stepping stone
to privatisation. Staff have faced major
job losses and growing numbers of
services have been outsourced to the
private and not for profit sectors. This
has become increasingly common
with services such as cleaning, IT,
estates and maintenance roles, as
well as hospital pharmacy, community
nurses and ambulance staff.

Those same ‘independent’ providers are often
facing significant cuts to funding and passing
those cuts on to their staff.
Unite asked leading economist Howard Reed
to look at the impact of this on staff, his report

NHS Support federation, february 2014

identifies the risk that the Government’s
outsourcing agenda poses to working
conditions and the quality of public services25.
Shorter job tenure and high turnover can
disrupt service delivery and the relationships
between service users and providers. and
longer working hours may endanger the safety
of service providers and users.

Privatisation – attacking pay and conditions

because privatisation makes the main focus of delivering public services the drive to make profit
it means that costs are driven downwards. The nature of public services means they are labour
intensive so the biggest cost is very often the pay bill. costs are therefore reduced by cutting the
overall number of staff, and by attacking pay, allowances, and other terms and conditions such as
sick pay and annual leave entitlements.

a positive role for public procurement

Public services have always been linked to the
private sector through a complex supply chain
and the buying of goods and services. For

example, the public sector buys in cars,
ambulances, beds, computers, stationary,
construction materials and so on.

24. “We will not take a commissioning approach in national security or the judiciary, which are natural monopolies of state provision”, open Public
Services White Paper, 2011
25. Howard Reed, The Shrinking State: Why the rush to outsource threatens our public services (Unite, 2011) –
http://classonline.org.uk/docs/Unite_The_shrinking_state_2011.pdf
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The UK government spends £200 billion a
year on procurement26. Government and local
authorities can support decent employment
practices and the living Wage not only
through their own employment arrangements
and by being living Wage employers, but by
ensuring them as part of their procurement
process whereby they tender contracts from
other providers.

Public authorities should lead by example,
ensuring that what is currently seen as ‘best
practice’ in the drive for good jobs becomes

normal practice. This includes valuing public
service workers, protecting and promoting
collective bargaining, ensuring a proper union
voice with ability to genuinely influence
decisions, and paying a fair and living wage.

Fair wages polices should be re-introduced in
public procurement with either negotiated or
going rates as benchmark pay rates in the public
sector supply chain. The living Wage should be
used as the lowest reference wage in public
procurement where there is either no relevant
collective agreement or going rates are lower.

unite – ﬁghting privatisation
WeSt mIDlaNDS POlICe

Unite members who work for the West Midlands Police force as support staff were faced with the
prospect of a wide-ranging, aggressive privatisation. It would have meant the sell off of IT,
forensic, call handling and custody staff to name just a few.

Unite workplace reps and members made sure they took part in the formal process the West
Midlands Police force were undertaking to assess what services should be put out for tender,
how and when. our members took every opportunity to point out the massive flaws in the plans.
at the same time they ran a public campaign letting the community know the dangers of
privatisation and got politically active; lobbying MPs, councillors and the Police authority, holding
demonstrations, and making it a feature of the Police and crime commissioner elections.
This resulted in winning a
pledge from the labour Police
and crime commissioner
candidate to not carry
privatisation of all services on
this scale through, and
stopping the planned
privatisation.

26. http://www.theguardian.com/public-leaders-network/2014/jan/20/public-sector-bill-crothers-procurement-ccs
27. http://www.etuc.org/a/11952
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Some of the recent changes to European
Union procurement directives which allow
public authorities to introduce social and
environmental considerations in procurement
processes are a welcome move. They also
include the introduction of a clause
guaranteeing respect for labour law and
collective agreements27.

However, authorities are still allowed to buy
from the cheapest rather than the most
socially and environmentally sustainable

option. In implementing the rules, the UK
Government needs to prohibit the use of price
as the only criterion in the awarding of
contracts.
Furthermore, safeguards are needed in UK
regulations to prevent the Government’s drive
towards back-door privatisation whereby the
promotion of poorly defined ‘mutuals’ and
‘social enterprises’ give a foothold to private
enterprises to profit from public services and
damage genuine social enterprises.

tuPe Changes 2014

The terms and conditions of public sector staff that are transferred to private or not for profit
organisations are officially protected by legislation known as Transfer of Undertakings (Protection
of Employment) Regulations 2006 or TUPE for short.

The Government has amended TUPE legislation to make it easier to weaken terms and
conditions once transferred and remove protections covered by public sector collective
agreements.
Some of the recent changes to European
Union procurement directives which allow
public authorities to introduce social and
environmental considerations in procurement
processes are a welcome move. They also

include the introduction of a clause
guaranteeing respect for labour law and
collective agreements27.

However, authorities are still allowed to buy

Impact on the Community and
Not for Proﬁt sector

The procurement process impacts seriously
on the community and not for profit sector
where funding is increasingly being linked to
public service delivery. Many employees in the
sector feel that they are being used to provide
services on the cheap and as a Trojan horse
for the process of transferring activity from the
public sector to the private sector.
The tendering process used has seen
organisations drive down costs, including

wages, as much as possible in order to win
contracts. community and not for profit
organisations find themselves unable to
advocate on behalf of service users as they
previously did and risk being taken over by large
private sector firms. Pitting organisations
against one another in competition, rather than
the development of a collaborative model where
community and not for profit organisations work
with the public sector, is detrimental to public
services, users and the sector.

28. http://www.stuc.org.uk/news/1026/scottish-living-wage-campaign-calls-for-co-operation-between-scottish-government-and-local-authorities-to-ensureliving-wage-is-central-to-procurement-contracts
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THE EFFECTS OF SERVICES BEING CUT
ADvICe WORKeR

The number of people presenting at our reception
and the seriousness of the problems they face has
increased whilst the ability to take on cases has
decreased and the number of other organisations
to refer them to has dwindled.”

YOUTH WORKeR

Following a successful tender
for a contract in our
organisation, the staff who were
subsequently appointed to do
the work are expected to do
comparably professional work
for much less money than our
local authority counterparts.
This was the only way we could
win the bid.”

HOUSING ASSOCIATION WORKeR

Because of the way funding is
structured, all organisations are
competing for the same tenders,
leaving members of staff bogged
down with unnecessary paper
work and insecure in their jobs. A
lot of the time, members of staff
are given unrealistic caseloads to
manage because of their
colleagues being made
redundant and they have to
manage their colleagues'
caseload on top of their own.”

CHILDReN’S CHARITY

Competitors putting in cheaper and cheaper tender bids
means that another service can provide support at a cheaper
cost but often at a lower work standard, which affects service
delivery. Workers are valued less because organisations are
constantly looking where to make costs cuts in a competitive
market, the impact usually being negative on the workforce –
worse terms and conditions and pay structures.”
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Valuing public services and public service
workers

The public sector employs 5.7 million people in
the UK accounting for 18.8% of people in
employment. but numbers are falling and this
represents the lowest percentage than at any
point in at least the last forty years. What’s
more, it has been estimated that further
reductions could be up to between 30-40%
outside “protected” areas of schools and NHS29.
Public service workers are not faceless
bureaucrats. They are people we depend on
and meet every day. They include nurses,
ambulance staff, carers, teaching assistants,
street cleaners, housing officers, welfare
advisers and call handlers.

The quality of our public services depends on
the people who deliver them. Having an
environment where public service users and
staff feel valued, respected and rewarded is
fundamental to building high quality public
services.

The best public services are the result of
public service staff and users working
together. We reject attempts to pose the
interests of users and staff as being opposed.
Public service staff
have a wealth of
valuable experience
and expertise to
contribute to the
innovative
development of public
services. Whether on
an individual level,
providing people with a
more personalised
service, or on a wider
strategic level to plan
and develop public
services, staff require

Unite – fighting pay cuts
ONe HOUSING
after a dispute involving
11 days of strike action,
members at one
Housing accepted a
vastly improved offer
that averted the
proposed £8,000 a year
pay cuts for two years
and agreed a bonus for
the entire workforce.

the resources and time
to be able to build
relationships with users and local people.
Public service staff and their trade unions
need to be fully involved in the design and
development of services.

High quality public services are best delivered
by a public, rather than profit driven, sector
which is properly resourced. The financial –
rather than social value – drivers in the private
sector lead to costs being cut as far as possible.

Cheaper services do not automatically mean
better value for money.

29. The Public Sector Workforce: past, present and future (Institute for Fiscal Studies, February 2014) – http://www.ifs.org.uk/bns/bn145.pdf
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Fewer staff covering larger workloads, or direct
cuts in the range and amount of services
available, act against the building of meaningful
relationships with users and local people. This
has a direct consequence for the quality of
services provided. Insufficient staffing levels not
only damages service quality but can put people
at risk. The Francis report into the Mid
Staffordshire NHS Trust scandal demonstrated
the importance of having adequate numbers of
staff to treat patients30.

Financial gain is often not the main reason why
people choose to work in public services.
People enter public services to make a positive
difference.

The goodwill and commitment of staff to
ensuring that people receive high quality public
services should not be taken advantage of to
pay low wages and reduce costs by lowering
terms and conditions, and cutting training and
resources.

Public services and equality
The value we put on our public services has a
significant impact on equality in the UK.
Two-thirds of the public sector workforce are
women. The greater number of professional
roles in the public sector compared to the
private sector, and work to end poverty pay
being further advanced in the public sector
compared to the private sector, means that
women on average are better paid in the
public sector.

Half of all full time women workers in the
public sector earn £27,361 or below. If we look
at the private sector, half of all full time women
workers earn £20,680 or below – a huge
difference of £6681 a year! If we look at similar
figures for part time women workers, the
‘middle’ wage in the public sector is £11,519
compared to £7,777 in the private sector.

Women are still overrepresented amongst the
ranks of the lowest paid, making them the
hardest hit by real terms pay cuts. The public
sector also has a better record on employing
black and Minority Ethnic people and
disabled people.

The movement – or not – of public sector pay
and the number of public sector job losses,
therefore, has a major impact on wider efforts
to achieve equality31. It is not a coincidence;
figures released from the office for National

3,861,000
Number of women workers in the

public sector. There are 5,867,000
workers overall.

1,614,000
The number of public sector women
workers who are part-time.

Statistics in december 2013 showed a
widening difference between what male
workers are paid compared to women. This
widening comes after years of steady, if slow,
progress to reduce the difference between
what men and women earn.

The introduction of performance related pay
(PRP) systems in the NHS and schools will
make this worse. Performance pay is
renowned for increasing pay inequality and
driving discrimination in the workplace. Such
systems give more power to managers,
prevent whistleblowing and disadvantage
women who often have greater childcare
duties and career breaks.

as well as forming the bulk of the workforce,
women are the majority of public service
users. They are also the majority who provide

30. http://www.midstaffspublicinquiry.com/sites/default/files/report/Executive%20summary.pdf
31. all figures from aSHE, provisional results released december 2013.
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unpaid care and will therefore be more likely to
pick up the pieces as services are cut. Women
are heavier users of social care and are more
likely to live in households with children of
school/pre-school age using education. They
are more likely than men to be in households
with no one in employment because of caring
responsibilities or with no male earner.

overall single women will lose services
worth 60% more than single men as
proportions of their incomes, and nearly

three times the amount lost by couples.
benefits and tax credits make up a higher
proportion of women’s income compared to
men, and are the majority of claimants; 70%
of tax credits and 94% of child benefit go to
women. This combination means that lowincome women are shouldering the bulk of
the ‘austerity burden’ 32. by 2015 welfare
reforms could see 3.5 million disabled
people lose over £9.2 billion of critical
support including housing, living costs and
social care support33.

Growth of unwaged work in public services
Unpaid overtime is a serious issue in the
public sector, especially as job losses lead to
fewer staff trying to deliver the same service.

Public sector workers are
more likely to work
unpaid overtime than
those in the private
sector. over one in four
(27.4%) work unpaid
overtime averaging 7.7
hours a week – effectively
an extra working day –
worth some £10.8 billion
a year34.

In a survey of Unite
members in the NHS in
2013 61% said they either
frequently or always worked longer than their
contractual hours. of these, 41% said that
these hours were all unpaid.
The use of unpaid work to replace formerly
paid public sector roles is also a major
concern.

Unpaid work has started to become unpaid
workers via the Government’s Work
Programme and other schemes that force
benefit claimants to take unpaid work or face

sanctions and loss of benefits. These
schemes, often referred to as Workfare, are
increasingly being used in public services to
replace paid work. Recent evidence has

shown that 168 out of 271 local and regional
authorities surveyed had used unpaid workers
on government schemes during the past two
years35.

Unpaid interns have been increasingly used
by charities to replace entry level jobs in their
organisations. These internships take
advantage of ambiguity in National Minimum
Wage legislation to avoid paying interns by
treating them as volunteers. case law has
shown that in many cases this is illegal37.

32. See IFS: The Impact of tax and benefit reforms by sex: some simple analysis, IFS Briefing Note 118 and Women’s budget Group, Impact on Women
of Autumn Financial Statement 2013.
33. http://www.demos.co.uk/press_releases/disabledpeoplehitbywelfarecuts
34. TUc calculations for 2013 – http://www.tuc.org.uk/workplace-issues/work-life-balance/women-workers-public-sector-drive-increase-unpaid-overtime
35. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2014/jan/02/councils-benefit-half-a-million-hours-unpaid-labour-foi-request
36. Interns in the Voluntary Sector – Time to end the exploitation, charlotte Gerada, Intern aware and Unite the Union (2013) –
http://www.unitetheunion.org/uploaded/documents/UniteInternaware11-10685.pdf
37. http://www.internaware.org/about/why-unpaid-internships-are-illegal/
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More than a third of the
UK’s top 50 charity
employers are engaging
unpaid interns, many of
whom are also involved
in delivering public
services such as health,
social work and care.
Unite has been
campaigning hard,
working with
organisations such as
Intern aware, to ensure
that charities pay their
interns properly38.

Working for free is an Top 50 UK charity employers
expensive business! More than 1 in 3 are exploiting unpaid interns

£1,000

The estimated typical cost of a
month living in London for a young
person (LSe).

3 months or longer

The normal length of an internship.

£3,000 or more

Is unfair and excluding young people
who can’t afford to work for free.

Transport for london
(Tfl) has used the
precedent of the
olympics to deploy volunteer staff to maintain
station services during Tube strikes in the
capital. This is particularly worrying given that
the strike related to proposed cuts to staffing.

Public service staff should be properly paid and
rewarded for their work. If public services are not
able to retain skilled staff the result is a loss of
skills, impacting on the quality of public services.

morale

The morale of public service workers is being
eroded. one survey has reported 70% of
public sector workers saying their morale is at
an all-time low40.

Staff leaving public services are feeling
overwhelmed by needless paperwork and
targets, insufficient resources leading to an
increase in workload, a lack of autonomy in
their role and imposed change. They are not
feeling valued by government, managers and
the public and are often publicly demonised.
oliver letwin, Government Policy Minister, has
even talked of public sector workers needing
“discipline and fear”41.

NO
62%

UNPAID
INTeRNSHIPS

YeS
38%

on current trends the office for budget
Responsibility forecasts that the public
sector pay will fall by 8% relative to private
sector pay between 2012-13 and 2018-19.
The Institute for Fiscal Studies has warned
that, as a result, “some public sector
employers may well find it increasingly
difficult to retain and recruit high quality
workers”39.

Stress, bullying/harassment and overwork are
particular problems in the public sector, being
identified by 75%, 46% and 39% of workplace
health and safety representatives in the public
sector respectively (compared to 62%, 33%
and 25% in the private sector)42.

In addition, the Health and Safety Executive
report that the occupations with the highest
rates of work-related stress are health
professionals (in particular nurses),
teaching and educational professionals, and
caring personal services (in particular
welfare and housing associate
professionals) 43.

38. http://www.unitetheunion.org/news/hmrc-urged-to-probe-charities-exploiting-unpaid-interns/
39. Hard choices ahead for government cutting public sector employment and pay, (IFS, december 2013) – http://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/7009
40. http://www.hrmagazine.co.uk/hro/news/1077658/employees-leave-public-sector-morale-hits-low-research
41. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2011/jul/30/public-sector-jobs-oliver-letwin?guni=article:in%20body%20link
42. Focus on health and safety: TUC biennial survey of safety reps 2012 – http://www.tuc.org.uk/sites/default/files/tucfiles/safety-reps-survey-2012.pdf
43. http://www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/causdis/stress/index.htm
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a 2013 survey of Unite members in the NHS
found that 68% of respondents reported that
morale/motivation was worse than the
previous year. The four main reasons cited
were increased workplace stress (76%),
restructuring and reorganisation (64%), falling
value of take home pay (61%) and attacks on
terms and conditions (56%).

In the same survey 87% of members said that
government pay policy was unfair. over half
(52%) felt undervalued due to levels of pay, and
a similar proportion (56%) said that they would
probably not or definitely not recommend their
own occupation/profession as a career.

changes to the bonus system and a new
performance appraisal system have raised
fears for Unite members in Ministry of defence
and Government departments that people will
be ‘managed out’ and the workforce cut without
going through proper redundancy processes.
Securing a long-term future for high quality
public services also requires proper
investment in developing current staff and
training the next generation of employees.

Ensuring that public service employees
receive training and development throughout
their careers helps to promote innovation in
service delivery and the development of high
wage, high skill jobs.

Pay progression in the public sector is also
under attack, having been described by the
chancellor as “antiquated”44 and being used
as a ‘divide and rule’ tactic to deny the majority
of the NHS workforce a cost of living pay
rise45.

Unite – boosting morale
RSPCA

Morale was rock bottom at the animal charity
after experiencing a four year pay freeze.

To build confidence amongst the staff,
Unite reps ran a major recruitment and
organising campaign, including meetings
at every workplace. The result was a 20%
increase in union membership and a £750
flat rate consolidated pay increase –
equivalent to over 5% for low paid workers.
However, the cost of pay progression has
been found to be "arguably" neutral and it
boosts recruitment and retention of staff – key
factors in improving and maintaining quality
public services46.

The constant moves to outsource services to
the private sector, the promotion of competition,
the emphasis placed on keeping costs down at
the expense of quality of service creates job
uncertainty and demotivates people. This has a
detrimental effect on service quality.

Public satisfaction with the NHS is related to
NHS performance, policy and spending.
Satisfaction was highest in 2010 after a period
of intensive injection of additional funds. Under
the current government there has seen a
substantial drop in public satisfaction with the
NHS, and there is no sign of a quick recovery47.
The Coalition Government may not value
public services and their workers, but
Unite and the people of this country do.
Now is the time to defend them.

44. http://www.theguardian.com/public-leaders-network/2013/jun/26/osborne-2013-spending-review-reaction
45. http://www.unitetheunion.org/news/nhs-staff-consider-industrial-action-over-divide-and-rule-pay-decision/
46. http://touchstoneblog.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/PublicSectorPayPremium.pdf
47. British Social Attitudes 30 (Natcen Social Research, 2013) – http://www.bsa-30.natcen.ac.uk/media/37580/bsa30_full_report.pdf
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unite – defending terms and conditions
in the NhS

Unite members in the NHS have been engaged in
a series of localised protests and industrial action
to defend local terms and conditions from cuts.

North Tees and Hartlepool reversed plans to
dismiss and reengage all staff on worse terms
and conditions after Unite reps balloted for strike
action and used mobilised GPs in the area to
oppose the changes on patient safety grounds.

attempts to change on-call terms for biomedical
Scientists in Wirrell University Teaching Hospital
NHS Foundation Trust were revoked after
members threatened industrial action.
In Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust staff
used a “work-to-rule” day to gain pay protection
for people who were being downbanded.

other areas that have had disputes and
industrial action include yorkshire
ambulance Service, chorely and Preston,
leeds, Milton Keynes and NHS Fife – all
focusing on defending terms and conditions
and patient safety.
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UNITE DEMANDS
INVESTMENT NOT CUTS
Our public services are important. Investment in them and the staff
that deliver them is an investment in the whole economy and society.
LIVING WAGE AS A MINIMUM
Lift one million public service workers out of poverty pay.

PAY RISES FOR ALL
Value public service workers and the work they do and lift our local
economies.
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IS CRUCIAL
Staff must have a real voice in decisions about their pay and
conditions. These should not be imposed on political whims.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
GET ACTIVE
Keep up to date by visiting the Unite website
www.unitetheunion.org/payup

JOIN THE TUC NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION
BRITAIN NEEDS A PAY RISE
Saturday, 18th October 2014, London
SPREAD THE WORD
Tell your colleagues, family and friends.
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Public services in the Republic of Ireland
In the Republic of Ireland,
public services have been
under attack since the
onset of the crisis. after six
austerity budgets
investment in public
services has been slashed.

While spending on public
services has increased by
over 10% in the Euro area
and over 23% in other small
open economies in the EU
(economies with a similar
structure as the Republic),
spending on public services
has been slashed by more
than 16% in the Republic
with more austerity budgets
being planned.

Expenditure on Public Services 2008 – 2014
(2008 = 100)
euro area

Ireland

Small Open economies

125
115
105
95
85
75

2008

This has led to overcrowded and underresourced classrooms, rising waiting lists for
healthcare, an effective halt to local authority
house-building, and a reduction in a range of
local and national services. Employment has
collapsed and incomes have fallen.
alongside this attack on public
services has been the attack on
public sector workers themselves.
Wages and working conditions have
been cut three times – with public
sector workers suffering an average
cut of 12% in pay since 2009. The
number of public sector workers has
been cut by 10% putting more
pressure on workers trying to
maintain services to the public.

last year the Irish Government
introduced the Financial Emergency
Measures in the Public Interest, or
FEMPI, legislation. This gives the
Government extra-ordinary powers to
unilaterally vary the terms and
conditions of public sector workers,
and to impose worse terms and
conditions on members of unions

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

which have not signed up to the recent public
sector pay agreement. This coercive
legislation undermines the principle of
collective bargaining in the public sector, and
sets a worrying precedent for the private
sector. The legislation is not time-limited, and
there is a very real danger that it may continue

The damage public sector
cuts do to the economy

For every 100 jobs lost in the public sector, 170
jobs were lost throughout the economy

For every €100 million cuts in public sector pay,
consumer spending falls by over €76 million
For every €100 million cuts in public services,
GdP falls by nearly €120 million while the deficit
falls by less than €20 million.

Public sector cuts are highly damaging, wasteful
and inefficient.
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for Public Services
in force following expiry of the pay
agreement. last year, at the Irish
congress of Trade Unions biennial
delegate conference, Unite – with the
support of other unions – tabled a
motion calling on congress to campaign
vigorously for the repeal of FEMPI. This
was passed unanimously.

Social Protection recipients – the
unemployed, pensioners, single parents,
the disabled – have also suffered
substantial cuts. basic payments have
been cut by nearly 10% while child
income support has been cut by over
20%. a range of other supports –
including housing supports – have been
cut or eliminated altogether.

Cuts to date

Public sector pay cuts by 12%

Reduction in public sector employment by 10%
basic social protection cut by nearly 10%
child income support cut by over 20%

Ireland has suffered the worst recession in the Euro
area except for Greece. and these cuts help
explain why.

Successive governments have claimed
that these cuts were necessary to reduce the
budget deficit that ballooned in the wake of the
property crash and the massive bank bailouts.
However, these cuts didn’t reduce the deficit –
they just lengthened and deepened the
recession.
Unite in the Republic of Ireland has been
leading the campaign against cuts since the
crisis. We don’t accept that working people

28

Public investment cut by two-thirds

should pay for a crisis they didn’t create. We
don’t accept the ‘sharing the burden’
argument. austerity is wrong in principle –
economically and socially.

The alternative is clear: invest in public
services, invest in the economy, raise the
wage floors for the low-paid and drive reform
through employee-driven innovation, not topdown diktats based on flawed economics and
social indifference.
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